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Christine Fitt, our next journal editor sailing with Bill and Sara
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Editor’s notes:

    Thank you once again to Sara Taffinder and Bill Robson for proof reading. I have edited the journal for a 
number of years now and the time has come to pass on the baton so may I welcome Christine Fitt who has 
agreed to take on the mantle of Journal Editor.    

    

What boat left from where so as to arrive on April 19th 2021 where?

Brain Tweaker.  set by Bill Robson
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Letter from the Commodore

Bill Robson- Treasurer

Club Finances

    If in any other year than 2021 I reported to you 
that we managed to get the scaffolding over SEA 
SCAMP down , and launched SEA SCAMP ,and 
then had a few day sails, you would rightly regard 
that as bland, boring and a colossal failure of 
engagement requiring mass resignations and a 
change of management .

    However viewed against the pallid cloud of 
Covid 19 hanging over us 2020 was a qualified  
success . Yes we could have sailed more days  and 
trained more people, but Covid restrictions have 

both limited our opportunities and understandably 
dampened enthusiasm to face the very real risks of 
getting infected.

    As many of us lucky enough to still have a job 
are working from home, we should all reflect how 
we can hone those shore based skills that are 
obtainable on line , or by oneself practising knots! 
As always I am not going to steal the  thunder 
of others making their individual reports save to 
thank them for keeping us afloat both physically 
and financially ready to face whatever this coming 

    Summary of FY 2020:  The Nett Result is a loss of £2907 which means we have made a loss in three of 
the last six years. But a reduction in cash of only £2331 means we survived. In spite of Sailing Fees being 
only 7% of what we earned in 2019 which, when it was happening, felt like a year when we were suffering 
very bad luck but would have been followed by a strong recovery fuelled by cruising in Holland. 

    At the risk of causing controversy we have increased our Sailing Fee to £45 per day.  There are no other 
changes to annual fees or the daily sailing fee for cadets.  The Refit Allowance remains at £2 and hours 
worked during last refit will carry over and be added to this years refit 

    Anyone who thinks a rise in Sailing Fees is inappropriate should take account of the fact that our Refit 
Insurance premium has just  been increased by 12 %. We will probably face a boat insurance increase of at 
least 5% on renewal. And I expect higher costs all round.

    An increase of £2 in the Sailing Fee will take over six years to recoup the 2020 loss

     The appeal for contributions made at the AGM received an impressive £2, 213 which is a reflection of the 
generosity of Members and of their wish to keep The Club in existence until life returns to normal. 

    Please don’t think you missed the boat if you did not join in. A transfer to Account 88453080           
Sort Code 09-01-55 will still be welcomed and there is no need to put your name or what the transfer is for. The 
Treasurer will acknowledge receipt to you. Go on, see if he does!

Sailing Secretary report

  
   In a year of restricted sailing, a total of 15 members and provisional members sailed SEA SCAMP, between 
them making 16 trips including shake down and de-kit. 

   No regradings this year but good work towards being regraded has been done and I look forward to 
consolidating this next year. 

   Covid restrictions permitting, plan for 2021 is the normal Spring and Autumn weekends with a summer cruise 
to the West Country, but at time of going to press there is no indication when restrictions will be lifted so the 
Sailing Program as we are able to finalise it will be updated on the website. Please contact the relevant skipper of 
the trip/s you are interested in. 

Adrian Gould -Sailing Secretary

   I took on the job as Sailing Secretary as a temporary measure. It’s now organised as a simple spreadsheet 
from which the website automatically extracts info in real time so skippers and crew can see what is going on. 
This greatly simplifies the day to day admin.

   Time has come for someone please to take on this role for the 2022 season which means joining the Skippers’ 
Meeting late this Autumn. I am of course more than happy to show who ever takes over the role how it works and 
help alter the spreadsheet for 2022.  

Robert Stevenson- Commodore
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Refit Report

Bill Scatchard - Refit Chairman

    Alas SEA SCAMP was little used this last year and 
there were no significant issues, in fact when we did 
go for sails she was performing well, however as she 
had been left stationary in November a large amount 
of barnacles has attached themselves to the propeller 
and prop shaft – significantly affecting the motoring 
speed.

    Lift out was on 7th December and the frame was 
built Sunday 13th  ready for it to be covered in plastic 
sheeting after Christmas so we can refit in the dry 
but this had to be postponed because of COVID 
restrictions.

    Refit will start when COVID restrictions are eased but       
we have cut refit jobs to the minimum, several jobs 
and some replacement equipment deferred for a year.  
Covid precautions in place.

    The main jobs this refit are ; the port decking 
alongside the coach-roof will be re-caulked there is a 
persistent small leak above the chart table bookcase, 
the starboard jib car track will be lifted off so it can 
be re-flattened, the main hatch will be removed so 
that it can be made to run more easily and the heads 
pumps and seacocks will be serviced and replaced as 
necessary.

    There will be plenty of other jobs for members 
to do - paint preparation and painting – inside and 
out, bright-work varnishing and of course the annual 
servicing of equipment – pumps, sea cocks and 
winches.  There are lots of small jobs for all skill levels. 
The electrical upgrade programme will be continued 
and new LED deck lights fitted to the lower spreaders. 

    This year the following will be replaced out of 
date red flares, jack stays, the automatic engine fire 
extinguisher .  

    We will be having a full insurance survey carried out 
shortly before relaunch.

    If any member has marine diesel engine and 
gearbox expertise please contact me, we need 
someone to check over the engine and advise of 
potential problems and work that will be needed to be 
done  - before things go wrong.  

    SEA SCAMP is at the top end of the yard near to our 
pontoon gangway and Amanda Prout will 
be organizing the re-fitters this year and when she 
contacts you please let her know your availability or 
even better contact her   amandaprout@gmail.com

    The 2020/19  Refit Allowance of £ 2.00 is earned 
for each Refit  “day” done (6 hours starting at 0930).  
Please note the Refit allowances earned last refit 
(2019/20) will be honoured in the 2021 sailing season 
in addition to those earned for the current refit year.
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Website.

Mike Sharples 
Website manager

    The Member’s area of our website has been changed so that it gets live updates of the Sailing Programme. 
The Sailing Secretary now keeps the master sailing programme as a Google spreadsheet and the website 
automatically copies that every 5 minutes. To access the up-to-date sailing programme:

- Go to the Sea Scamp website at www.seascamp.org.uk
- Click Login to log into the Member’s area
- Type your username (which is your firsnamelastname, e.g. adriangould)
- Type the password you were sent by email when the new website was set up (if you’ve forgotten it then 
               click the “Forgot password?” link to get a new password sent by email)
- Click the yellow “Log In” button
- Click “Sailing Programme 2021” under “Members menu”

    There you will see the latest sailing programme. If you are viewing on a small device (e.g. a mobile phone) 
you will need to scroll down and across to see it all. Non-members can view a redacted version of the Sailing 
Programme from the main menu of the website.

    Under the Members’ menu, you can also see contact details and qualifications of other Sea Scamp members 
(these are visible only to logged-in members), the Sailing Manual and other goodies. 

Jim Turner

   James Turner was a member of OCC with his wife Heather when I first knew him in 1975 and they became two 
of the founding Members of SEA SCAMP SYNDICATE on  19th March 1984.James became a Skipper in 1987 
and continued  until 1992 after which he did not sail with us again, but he did some refitting. In later years he 
became a regular at the AGM.  

Bill Robson

    It is with sadness that I have to report the death as a consequence of Covid 19 of Jim Turner, one of the 
founders of the OCC who sailed with Tony Venables on OVERLORD even before the OCC was formed.  It 
was on board that he met his wife Heather, who thankfully survived Covid 19, though suffered at length. 
Heather hopes to sail this year, she does have a preference for OVERLORD though as a passenger! Many 
of you will remember the warm welcome we always had at their flat in Earls Court for AGMs and other 
meetings, Jim will be sorely missed, Heather would welcome as much contact from us as possible , I 
believe she is now zoom proficient !

Robert Stevenson
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GRADE

 Skipper 

MINIMUM RYA
QUALIFICATION

 RYA Coastal Skipper  
 certificate (examined, not
 course completion)

 First Aid certificate (3 year  
 life)

 SRC certificate

ADDITIONAL
QUALIFICATIONS

 RYA Sea Survival

 Commercial Endorsement
 International Certificate of
 Competence

 RYA Diesel Engine 
 Maintenance

ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENT FOR

GRADE
 Assessed against the Sea
 Scamp Syndicate Training 
 Syllabus up to Skipper level, 
 including a “Pass out” test.

 Min. 1,000 miles logged in  
 coastal waters.

 Must have sailed as a Mate 
 on Sea Scamp for at least 2
 week ends and 1 cruise with
 different Skippers, which
 must include 2 offshore  
 passages of over 60 miles .

RECOMMENDATIONS
REQUIRED

 Nominated by a SEA 
 SCAMP Syndicate
 “assessor”

 Recommended by 2 
 other Skippers

 Mate  RYA Day Skipper / Watch
 Leader theory and practical
 courses completed.

 SRC certificate.

 First Aid certificate  Assessed against the Sea
 Scamp Syndicate
 Training Syllabus up to Mate 
 level.

 Must have sailed as Watch 
 Leader for at least 2 week -
 ends on Sea Scamp, which
 must include one offshore  
 passage of over 60 miles.

 Recommended by 2 
 Skippers

 Watch 
 Leader

 RYA Day Skipper / Watch
 Leader theory

 First Aid certificate  Assessed against the Sea
 Scamp Syndicate
 Training Syllabus up to
 Watch Leader level.

Must have sailed aboard Sea 
Scamp for at
least 2 week ends .

 Recommended by 1 
 Skipper

 Qualified
 Crew

 None  RYA Competent Crew  Assessed against the Sea
 Scamp Syndicate
 Training Syllabus for  
 Qualified Crew level.

 Recommended by 1 
 Skipper

Summary of SEA SCAMP syndicate grading scheme

Adrian Gould - Training 

   As usual I remind skippers and crew that every trip has the potential for training and for signatures on your 
“can do” sheets. Don't forget to make an application for regrading when you are ready.

2021 Training
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Gradings as of January 2021

Training Officers report.

Adrian Gould

    A difficult year with highly restricted sailing but we 
did fit four training days in where individuals discussed 
what areas they would like to cover and the day’s 
sailing was tailored to suit. Feed back was this was 
worthwhile 

    No new Skippers or Mates appointed this year 
although as commented on last year there are 
several Mates and Watch leaders with either the 
necessary qualifications or need just to get their RYA 
qualifications and then are ready to progress

   Restrictions permitting I am planning 3 weekends or 
days with an emphasis on training.

    As always, I remind members of all grades to ask 
their Skipper to help them with testing and signing the 
SEA SCAMP grading 'Can Do' sheets.
.

    And at the time of writing Tony Murphy isn’t planning 
any First Aid training sessions so we will see what we 
can arrange, as from our data it looks like a number of 
Mates and Skippers’ certificates have lapsed. 

    A reminder that it is mandatory for Skippers and 
recommended for Mates to hold a current First Aid 
Certificate (other grades are of course welcome/
encouraged to attend a FA course). 

   As restrictions look to persist until the summer for 
those interested in brushing up on their theory in a 
more social/informal way, we are exploring a number 
of ideas. Holding a (virtual) quiz. This may include 
a relaxed discussion of key ‘what if’ scenarios. In 
addition any one who is doing their RYA theory at 
home and wants help please contactany More on this 
once plans are formulated. Please contact me if you 
are interested. 

Skippers
Rob Anstey
Clive Brown (retired)
Alison Dewar
Adrian Gould
Adrian Halstead
Martin Hayden (dormant)
Luiz Provin
Bill Robson(retired)
John Salmon
Bill Scatchard
John Scatchard
Mike Sharples
Rob Stevenson
Kate Taylor
Nick Thomas (dormant)
Andy Whitmore

Mates
John Davison
Jenny Douse
Jim Gotto
Chris Kingswood
Graham Little
Sophie Lund
Graham Macey
Guy Mullins
Florence Preux
Amanda Prout
Laura Salmon
Terry Secretan
David Shepherd
Simon Smewing
Sara Taffinder
Eden Thomson
Nicole Twort
Hilary Webb

Watch Leaders
John Adams
Ian Baines
Mark Cullen
Peter Deeley
Celia Emmott
Andrew Hawthorn 
Lesley Kiln
Nick Meyne
Mark Meadows
John Orrell
Rob Panting
Matthew Robson
Hugh Taylor
James Wickens

Qualified Crew 
John Adam
Jill Campion
Monica Deasy
Keith Farley-Pettman
Carolin Gohler
Kate Gotto
Millie Gotto
Poppy Gotto
Simon Hodgins
Chris Lovegrove
Niall Maynard
Colette McLaughlin
Saladin Meckled Garcia
Terry Noonan
Liz Scatchard
Sue Shrubsole
Minji Xu
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    Some say history is bunk, others that it must be rewritten to current prejudices and others say we can 
learn from it ……….

    In 1936  Jesse Owens wins 4 Gold medals, The QUEEN MARY begins Atlantic crossings, Spanish Civil 
War begins, King Edward VIII abdicates to marry Wallis Simpson, Hoover Dam finished, BBC first public TV 
broadcasts, Crystal Palace Is Destroyed By Fire, and SEA SCAMP or ZEISIG as she was then known was 
built by Abeking & Rasmussen.

    In 1984 India's Prime Minister, Indira Gandhi, was assassinated, Band Aid records "Do They Know It's 
Christmas?" a charity single to raise money for famine relief in Ethiopia.
The Soviet Union boycotts the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Summer Games, China and the United Kingdom 
agree that the U.K. will transfer power over Hong Kong back to China in the future, and SEA SCAMP was 
purchased from the Ministry of Defence  – the Last Windfall March 1984

On the next pages articles from the 1984 OCC Journal by Tony Venables  -late Admiral of both OCC and 
Sea Scamp Syndicate and John Porter’s First Impressions – Sea Scamp’s first Skipper, are reproduced.

The last windfall, her 85 Anniversary   

SEA SCAMP in the Solent 
1985     Beken

SEA SCAMP drying out at Mashford’s yard, Plymouth

SEA SCAMP at the BCYC Cowes Regatta 2010 
photo Patrick Lamache

copy and photos from Bill Scatchard

Bill Scatchard
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SEA SCAMP.
    Tony Venables - Chairman of Sea Scamp Syndicate

   Members will remember that in February this year, immediately after the AGM., a syndicate was formed 
to bid for SEA SCAMP, a 50 square metre yacht, built by Abeking and Rasmussen in 1936 (the same 
yard as Overlord and Marabu. We believe that this is the last prize of war yacht nicknamed "wi ndfa 11" 
to have been in the hands of the Ministry of Defence and that it was therefore the last quality yacht likely 
to be disposed of by public tender by the Admiralty Small Craft Disposal Unit at Bath. Prices have always 
been very reasonable and much to be preferred to private treaty or auction if you know anything about the 
vessels (and we certainly know about the quality of Abeking and Rasmussen's designs and materials) viz.
OVERLORD £850 in 1961, MARABU £14,500 in 1978 and SEA SCAMP £8,390 in 1984.

    The objective of the syndicate was to purchase a yacht that would appeal to the aesthetic senses of 
O.C.C. and therefore attract that support so obviously missing with previous attempts at second vessels 
and with the primary objectives of giving: 
          (a) Command experience for budding skippers, mates and watchkeepers of OVERLORD and      
                MARABU on a less daunting scale; to be run on a less formalised basis than the larger sister 
                yachts .

          (b) Twin boat flexibility in the absence of the larger yachts on extended cruising.

           (c) Recruitment potential for younger members.

    After a slow start due mainly to troubl es with the engine and after a major mid-season refit, which 
included lifting and rebedding the yacht on her keel, she was ready. 

    The sailing programme can be said to have been very successful and the objectives largely met, 
particularly gratifying being the number of watchkeepers or mates who have qualified to skipper and who 
are so enthusiastic about the quality of sailing she offers. Less successful to start with has been the number 
of "new faces" in the crews, until late in the season when contingents from Oxford and Bristol Universities 
have enjoyed the pleasure of autumn sailing due to the enthusiasm of Mike Croft and Chris Mitchell 
respectively.

     The least favourable aspect of our operations is a £1000 shortfall on budgeted income due to a poor 
start in respect of engine problems and the fact that most of the early sailing was done by Syndicate 
members with large refit and loan allowances, and this, together with skippers' and mates' allowances in 
a small crew (maximum potential of 6), have led us to revise our charging structure for next year to cut the 
losses. The syndicate has resolved exceptionally not to give itself or to allow crews' refit allowances to OCC 
and MARABU syndicate next year. OCC however, has agreed that they will honour refit allowances to SEA 
SCAMP refitters on the following basis ...

   For every day spent on OVERLORD refit one day of Sea Scamp refitwill be added, i.e. 7 days OVERLORD 
and 6 days SEA SCAMP will qualify for13 days towards OVERLORD refit allowance.

   On the other hand , 3 days OVERLORD and 7 days SEA SCAMP will only count for 6 days on OVERLORD

----- 000 -----

Reprint of two articles by Tony Venables   
copy supplied by Bill Scatchard
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The Sea Scamp Syndicate Committee comprises :
   Tony Venables (Chairman) .
   Raymond Bellenger (Treasurer)
   Robert Stevenson (Sailing Secretary)
   John Davidge (Refit Chairman)
   Julia Warren.

    The Committee are confident that operations will be successful next year and invite those who 
feel they would enjoy and/or benefit from the sort of "seat of the pants" sailing that SEA SCAMP 
offers (particularly those who would like to arrange their own crews), to get in touch with one of 
the Committee or Sailing Secretary, Rob Stevenson. 

    We believe that there is enough support for a West Country cruise or two, either
of 5 days, 7 days, 10 days or 14 days duration with crew changes in the West . We shall be taking 
outline bookings at the O.C.C. AGM in January but prior enquiries would be welcomed by Rob.

    At present the Syndicate has 18 members producing £14000 capital ranging from £200 to 
£2000 per head . We urgently need to raise the capitalisation to £15000 to enable us to spend 
£1000 on the winter refit and furthermore need to widen the syndicate base by ideally finding say, 
60 subscribing members- at £250 each. It is clear that in a year when Overlord is seeking £14000 
of loans for redecking, this is a tall order but anyone who feels that they can help in this direction 
is asked to get in touch with myself or Raymond Bellenger. We believe that this step is essential 
for the successful operation of SEA SCAMP next season and for the easier absorption of SEA 
SCAMP into O.C.C. at a later date, if thought appropriate.

    Sailing charges 1984 will be the same as the O. C.C. except no refit allowances . Skipper 
allowance reduced to £2, and no allowance for the Mate. This is unfortunately necessary in the 
short term to make the smaller crewed vessel financially viable .

----- 000 ----- Photo - Tony Veneables

Second Tony Venables article 
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Extract from the 1984 OCC Journal                                                                                                  John Porter    

    I first heard the name SEA SCAMP whilst sitting in the Cooper's Arms tucking into a delicious 
roast pork lunch. Tony was muttering the name in between smacking his lips and the story 
continued oninto the treacle pudding. Now, I am always eager to hear of a yacht to sail so I 
listened. The story has been told many times so I won't bore you with it but, sitting there in the 
warm bar drinking and eating, the idea of helping to recommission and sail SEA SCAMP home 
seemed jolly good; so I volunteered and Tony instantly accepted.

    A particularly busy period at work for me, conveniently ended on Friday 9th March, and that 
evening I set off with various other people, for Cremyll on the River Tamar opposite Devonport, 
to meet Tony who had been there for some days. I arrived at Mashford's yard on Saturday with 
Graham Little to find SEA SCAMP dried out along side a quay. The engine was in the work shop 
and had just been run after an overhaul. Equipment and gear was everywhere and the task;- 
seemed enormous so we set to work. 

    Mashford's were carrying out work on the yacht as well. so Tony briefed us on the heirarchy at 
the yard. It was no good asking for Mr. Mashford as there are sixteen of them led by old Sid, a 
crusty Cornishman in his nineties. More crew and refitters began to arrive and Tony had to leave. 
The days went by, and we slowly got SEA SCAMP together. There were periods of frantic activity 
frequently dispersed by utter despair and visits to the New Inn at Cremyll.

    By Monday lunch things seemed hopeless but by the evening, having spent some time up 
to my knees in the freezing water fitting the log, a departure seemed more likely . The engine 
was filled on Tuesday morning and despite problems with the alternator and regulator by 1700 
hours all of a sudden, everything was done, Just about every moving part in the yacht had been 
wriggled, moved, oiled, greased or otherwise overhauled. 

    We slipped out of Mashford's and motored down the Hamoaze to the Mayflower Marina where 
we spent a cold night.

    We were : Julia Warren, Graham little, Rob Humphrey, Richard Aylwin, and myself. We were 
joined on Wednesday morning by Jo 'who had done the catering but had stayed with her Mum on 
Tuesday to watch Dallas! 

    On Wednesday morning. with an easterly 5-6 forecast, we slipped from the Marina and motored 
out into Plymouth Sound in poor visibility. Settling a reefed main and working jib by Drake's Island. 
We bouy hopped to the breakwater and then came close-hauled out into the channel . I remember 
thinking how easily SEA SCAMP slipped through the water. As we sailed out of the lee of the land, 
the wind increased and the seas became bigger SEA SCAMP began living up to the reputation of 
the 50-square metre class and shipped water into the cockpit, though this was not disturbing nor 
was it too uncomfortable . At 1300 we tacked and made landfall a mile or so west of Salcombe . 
The tide became fair at this point to carry us past Start Point and on to Dartmouth. The wet crew 
looked longingly at Salcombe and as it was high water, we went in for rest and relaxation. The 
engine started and promptly failed at the bar - dirty fuel.. After a few frantic moments setting sails 
we beat up into Salcombe Harbour and picked up a bouy off the Marine Hotel.

    By now, it was later afternoon and we had no dinghy so the prospect of getting ashore was bleak 
. We had dinner and then turned in for an early cold night . Next morning,after breakfast, came the 
bright ideas of how to get ashore. The Salcombe to Portlemouth ferry was eventually summoned 
and we made for the nearest pub. Has we only been at sea for 24 hours? It seemed longer. Jo 
decided that March sailing wasn’t for her and went back to her Mum in Plymouth but the rest of us 
were determined to stick it out a little longer. After lunch we returned to SEA SCAMP and spent a 

First Impressions of SEA SCAMP
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Extract from the 1984 OCC Journal  (cont.)                                                                                     

    Pleasant afternoon exploring Salcombe Harbour under sail, mooring alongside the visitor’s 
pontoon for the night, next to a beautiful gaff ketch that had been almost completely rebuilt by her 
owners over a six year period and was virtually complete. We spent the evening as their guests 
drinking Scotch in front of their coal fire and then returned to SEA SCAMP for another cold night. 

    An early start was required on Friday in order to cross the bar. As the engine wouldn’t start, we 
sailed off in light air while Graham set to with the spanners. The engine started at the harbour mouth  
so we set off for Dartmouth with another easterly 5-6 forecast and a foul tide. The weather was much 
brighter then for the sail from Plymouth to Salcombe and we were in good spirits. SEA SCAMP was 
much drier beating in perfect conditions. In no time we were off Start Point and stayed there for 
some hours waiting for the tide to turn, arriving at Dartmouth at 1800 feeling somewhat tired after 
covering 18 miles in 10 hours! 

    It was Friday night ·and we had so far logged 90 miles for the 35 miles to Dartmouth and with 
persistent easterly winds, the prospect of getting to Southampton for Saturday evening had 
disappeared. We retired ashore for dinner and then another cold night’s sleep. 

    On Saturday morning we arranged to leave SEA SCAMP at the Darthaven Marina for a week and 
left in a hire car for Southampton arriving wind bronzed in time for the Commissioning party.
    
    There is now a six-day break in the story during which time another crew was raised for the 
second leg of the trip. By 0100 on the next Saturday we were again on SEA SCAMP. This time with 
Graham and Rob replaced by John Goldie, Ray Bellenger and John Scatchard.

    An optimistic weather picure had deteriorated with each forecast and by Saturday morning a 
southerly force 9 forecast held little hope for a passage to Southampton. But, after breakfast we 
went to sea for a short sail in a westerly 4-5 returning to Dartmouth for lunch. After a telephone 
forecast from the Mountbatten weather centre the trip seemed more likely and this was confirmed 
by the shipping forecast at13.55. We were at sea by 1300 hours full of stew and roaring along at 8 
knots in a southerly breeze. SEA SCAMP was reaching well in perfect conditions.

    The miles rolled by and soon after dusk at 1930 Portland Bill light was spotted. St. Albans Head 
soon followed and by 03:00 we had entered the Solent arriving at Shamrock Quay at 07:30.

    The return from Dartmouth had been a tremendous sail, logging 125 miles in 17 hours with two 
foul tides and we were all surprised how warm the night had been. A telephone call was made 
to a disbelieving Tony Venables and the crew enjoyed another excellent stew washed down by 
champagne brought to welcome us by Otto Bellenger

John Porter .

Old Friends United, Memories of SEA SCAMP and those who sailed her

One of the joys of sailing on SEA SCAMP when I 
first joined the Syndicate was that in almost every 
harbour or marina we entered, some one would hail 
us and say they had sailed on SEA SCAMP in 19xx 
when they were in the Royal Navy or Royal Marines 
and even on one occasion the assistant harbour 
master at Carrickfergus who had sailed on her 
when he was a Sea Cadet. Sadly this is increasing 
rare these days except for an occasional hail from 

someone who said their father had sailed on her.
For the past few years SEA SCAMP has entered the 
Classic Channel Regatta –held every two years – a 
convivial regatta – Dartmouth – Channel Islands 
and onto Paimpol in Brittany where we get a special 
welcome – especially when our arrival into the town 
locked harbour coincides with the 14th July.  We 
have made new friends and become reacquainted 
with old ones.
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DANYCAN
Sail Number: 953 
Sail Area: 578 sq ft
LOA: 34ft 0”
LWL: 24ft 0”         
Beam: 8ft 0”
Gross Displacement:  6 tons
Engine: Nanni N2.14 hp
Design: Keel sloop
Boat Type: Racer cruiser                  
Designer: Eugene Cornu
Builder Name: P. Delmez Const. Nautiq                      
Location Built: Le Perreux/Marne France
Year Built:1949
Home Port: Crozon, France
Owner Name: Patrick Lamache, Yacht Club Classique                      
                                          

           
 ,                          

In July I received this email -   

Dear Bill, 

    We were chatting to Nigel and Margie Kingsley 
last night and telling them about our experiences 
with SEA SCAMP.  I hail from Derby and you can’t 
get much further from the sea than that.  I joined the 
Royal Navy as a shipwright apprentice in 1963 and 
while in basic training in HMS Fisgard I took my first 
ever trip out in a yacht in SEA SCAMP. 

    I was of course just ballast, but the experience 
must have made an impression on me because 
before I left the Navy 30 years later I had qualified as 
a Yachtmaster Instructor  and Examiner and had lots 
of sea miles under my belt as a racer and a cruiser.

    Last year I was moored in Weymouth waiting to 
pick up a crew,  I was tail end charlie on the visitors 
pontoon and it had just got dark when there was a 
knock on the cabin roof  and somebody said “do 
you mind if we moor alongside you”?  I said “of 

course not” and stuck my head out of the hatch and 
there on the commercial pontoon behind me was a
50 sq metre war prize.  I helped them moor 
alongside and saw that it was SEA SCAMP.  

    My last words before leaving the deck were “I 
sailed in that boat 35 years ago”. I turned in and the 
thought came to me that actually it was more like 50 
years ago!

    Anne also sailed in her in about 1973 when she 
was still at the RN Jupiter Point sailing centre near 
Torpoint in Cornwall - a very early sailing experience, 
but all she can remember was that “she got very 
wet”!

    I also both sailed in her sister SEA BREEZE when 
I was serving in HMS CALEDONIA in Rosyth
in the 1980s.  Lovely old traditional boats but we do 
prefer the creature comforts offered
by our Hallberg Rassy 34. 

Best regards   Anne & Peter Bailey

    In April 2020 I was approached by Patrick 
Lamache owner of “DANYCAN” who was writing a 
book about his yacht and wanted to include pictures 
and details of SEA SCAMP as DANYCAN and SEA 
SCAMP had sailed together on several C C R’s 
and indeed in 1957 on the RORC Plymouth to La 
Rochelle Race.

    SEA SCAMP in Class 2, MARABU in Class I, and 
DANYCAN in Class 3.

    Alas we do not know the details of the 375 mile 
race, SEA SCAMP took 3 days to finish ,several 
minutes faster than DANYCAN but as she is smaller 
and had a lower handicap DANYCAN was 1st 
Overall on corrected time and SEA SCAMP 14th .

More Old Friends 
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HISTORY                                                                   
1936        ZEISIG, 50 square Metre class . Designed by Henry Rasmussen and built by Abeking & Rasmussen 
for  
                Luftwaffe Officer navigation training.
1936 - 41 Built for the R L M, Kiel (Air Ministry) and allocated to Luftkreiskommando VI Kiel  (Regional Air 
Command)
1941- 44  Luftwaffe Air Reconnaisance Sea School at West Dievenow, Wollin 
1945        Seized by Royal Navy as war reparations and sailed back to Plymouth , renamed SEA SCAMP
1946 - 53 Sailed by Royal Marines (Plymouth) - RMYC
1954 - 74     “       “  Royal Navy HMS Fisguard & HMS Raleigh , Plymouth
1974 - 81     “       “  Sea Cadet Corps, Plymouth & Grimsby  - [unused 1981-84] 
1984         Last windfall to be auctioned by Admiralty  

Purchased by group of enthusiasts – Sea Scamp Syndicate, who have sailed her ever since.www.seascamp.org.uk

RACING
1948 - BRNC Dartmouth College Yacht Rally – 2nd in 50 sq metre class, 20 yard visibility fog
1949 - BRNC Dartmouth Rally – 1st in class – fresh winds
1947 - RORC  Plymouth – La Rochelle Race, 8th
1948 - RORC Brixham to Belle Isle Race  - beaten by PYM into 2nd place RMYC
1953 - COWES WEEK  1st & 3rd – class 3 – RMYC
1954 - BRIXHAM to BELLE ISLE Race (265 miles)  5th of 7 in class 3 – RN Plymouth
1957 - RORC  Plymouth – La Rochelle Race, 14TH
1963 - RORC  Plymouth – La Rochelle Race, DNF
2013 - ROYAL ESCAPE RACE – Brighton to Fecamp, 2nd Class 3
2014 - PLYMOUTH LA ROCHELLE REVIVAL RACE :  Brest – la Rochelle leg …17th
2015 - RDYC Classics- Class 2 – 1st Overall. 
2015 - CLASSIC CHANNEL  REGATTA -   Dartmouth to Paimpol Race Class 2 – 2nd by 29 secs.
2016 - ROYAL ESCAPE RACE – Brighton to Fecamp, 2nd Class 3
2016 - RDYC Classics-  Class 2 – 5/5/4th  
2016 - PLYMOUTH LA ROCHELLE REVIVAL RACE :  Plymouth – Camaret leg …..   6th overall.
2017  CLASSIC CHANNEL REGATTA – 7th overall in Class 2

Various years – ROUND THE ISLAND RACE

2020 update   Bill Scatchard

SEA SCAMP HISTORY AND RACING RESULTS 
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    In spite of restrictions due to the coronavirus, a dozen Sea Scamp members were able to meet at 
Adrian’s new residence on the water of the Arun River.  Having arrived by car or train at Ford Station, we 
found STAINCLIFFE, a handsome Humber Keel Barge, the work-in-progress which is Adrian’s home.

     Autumn lunches are held to enable us to meet socially to talk about our summer trips, and for skippers 
to plan the sailing programme for next year.  Due to lockdowns and government regulations about social 
distancing our sailing trips had been seriously curtailed.  But we did enjoy getting together for the excellent 
lunch prepared by Adrian in his on-board galley with waterside barbecue, with salads and desserts 
provided by Rob and Tatiana. 

     A big thank-you to Adrian and the Committee for a very successful Sea Scamp Autumn Lunch, as shown 
in the photographs.

5 September 2020, STAINCLIFFE, Nr. Arundel, West Sussex

Sea Scamp Autumn Lunch 

copy and photos - Sara Taffinder
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        SEA SCAMP on the Solent 198?. – Beken                                        OCC Regatta 2011 – David Goddard

2021 is SEA SCAMPS’s 85th anniversary and the 37th Anniversary of her acquisition from the Admiralty by the Syndicate.

Spot all the differences you can SEE on these two photos, one 198 ? and the second 2011. 
   
                            
All you have to do is to list all the differences you can SEE, detailing the difference on each photo, 
i.e      198..    Dirty sails                              2011   White sails.

You may know of other differences but if they can’t be seen please ignore them.

Entries by email to billscat4@gmail.com no later than 28th February.

The adjudicators decisions will be final – no appeals allowed – Commodore Robert Stevenson, who crewed one leg of 
the inaugural delivery voyage from Mashfords in Plymouth to Shamrock Quay in March 1984, and Bill Scatchard, Refit 
Committee Chairman will adjudicate

Past & present members of the Committee are ineligible to enter.

PRIZE :Provisional membership £10 voucher to be given to a guest of the winner.  

Spot the difference competion
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2020,  Who sailed where when Sailing in the Solent

2 August -  SQ shakedown
Bill Scatchard (S)
John Scatchard
Adrian Gould (M)

8-10 August Folly,Chi H., Port.  
Adrian Gould (S)
Mike Sharples (M)
Minji Xu

9 September - Solent 
Bill Scatchard (S)
Adrian Gould (M)
Jill Campion

22 - 23 Sept - Solent
Mike Sharples (S)
Adrian Gould (M)
Minji Xu

7 Oct  - Solent
Bill Scatchard (S)
Adrian Gould (M) 
Jill Campion

20 September - Solent  
Bill Scatchard (S)
Simon Smewing (M)
Kate Rankin

10 Oct - Solent
Adrian Gould (S)
Nicky Twort (M)
Matt Robson

20 Oct  - Solent
Bill Scatchard (S)
Adrian Gould (M) 
Jill Campion

25 Oct - Solent
Rob Stevenson (S)
Mike Sharples (M)
Hugh Taylor

28 Oct  - Solent
Bill Scatchard (S)
Rob Stevenson (M) 
Will Walker (PM)

3 Nov - Solent
Bill Scatchard (S)
Simon Smewing (M)
Patrick Regnault (PM)

6 - 7 December -
Dekit and Lift out
Bill Scatchard (S)
Adrian Gould (M) 
Keith Farley-Pettman

16 September - Solent 
Bill Scatchard (S)
Sara Taffinder (M)
Christine Fitt
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Cruise Reports 2020

2020 day sails skippered by Bill Scatchard 

copy -   Bill Scatchard

2020 – Covid doom and gloom – why go for a day sail ? – it’s a two hour drive from London, as soon as you 
have got past Calshot it is almost time to turn back to Shamrock Quay  - what’s the point ?

However others may beg to differ:

“I must go down to the seas again, to the lonely sea and the sky, And all I ask is a tall ship and a star to steer her 
by, And the wheel’s kick and the wind’s song and the white sail’s shaking, And a gray mist on the sea’s face, and 

a gray dawn breaking.”  John Masefield

“I wanted freedom, open air, adventure. I found it on the sea.”  Alain Gerbault, Sailor

“He that will not sail till all dangers are over must never put to sea.”  Thomas Fuller

“There is nothing more enticing, disenchanting, and enslaving than the life at sea.”  Joseph Conrad

It is not that life ashore is distasteful to me. But life at sea is better.” Sir Francis Drake

“The pessimist complains about the wind; the optimist expects it to change; the realist adjusts the sails.”   
William Arthur Ward

“The sea finds out everything you did wrong.”  Francis Stokes

“There is nothing like lying flat on your back on the deck, alone except for the helmsman aft at the wheel, silence 
except for the lapping of the sea against the side of the ship. At that time you can be equal to Ulysses and 

brother to him.”   Errol Flynn

“There is nothing – absolutely nothing – half so much worth doing as simply messing about in boats.”      
Kenneth Grahame, Writer

“There is but a plank between a sailor and eternity.” Thomas Gibbons

“A ship in harbor is safe, but that is not what ships are built for.” John A. Shedd
   ……………………………………………..

So off we went for a day sail on 9, 16, 20 September 7, 20, 24, 28 October, 3 November.

Bill Scatchard, Adrian Gould, Jill Campion, Sara Taffinder, Christine Fitt, Simon Smewing, Kate Rankin, Robert 
Stevenson, Will Walker (PM), Patrick Regnault (PM) – some thrice !

We cancelled sail days due to lack of too much wind and adventured as far as Gillkicker Point, Gurnard Bay and 
anchored at Osborne Bay for lunch.  We tacked, reached and ran before the wind,  admired the rusty paint work 

on the QUEEN MARY and QUEEN ELIZABETH as they motored past us on Southampton Water.   Enjoyable 
times had by all.

16 September  
Bill Scatchard(S), Sara Taffinder (M), Christine Fitt 

    It was a very early start for all three of us to 
get to Shamrock Quay for 8.30am. A beautiful 
autumnal morning revealed itself and we boarded 
SEA SCAMP in sunshine with very light northerly 
winds. We slipped just after 9am and motored down 
the Itchen towards Southampton Water, the new 
propeller working well. The lack of wind suggested 
we might be motoring all day, but as time passed 

the winds gradually increased. Main sail up and then 
the genoa. Slow progress at first against the tide, 
but we picked up speed gently travelling at 3 and 4 
knots for and hour or two.  Bliss. Very calm sea and 
an opportunity to enjoy our pic-nic lunches. 

    At 2.30pm Bill decided it was time to start the 
return trip to get back to Shamrock Quay for 
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    We slipped the surly bonds of Coronavirus for 
a three-day cruise in early August. Our plans were 
somewhat vague. We hoped to reach Chichester, but 
tides were Westerly from mid afternoon so it would 
mean setting off sharpish each morning to sail East.
 
    The passage plan for August 8th was to sail 
towards Yarmouth, with a predicted F2 NE wind, 
backing NW. That was soon abandoned, as we sailed 
down Southampton Water in low winds. We ended up 
rafted at the Folly Inn for a meal on board.

    That evening we made plans to sail to Chichester 
or failing that to Haslar. From an 8.15 start, we sailed 
against a F2 northerly wind as far as East Head where 
we anchored for lunch in a delightful setting.  Water 
was lovely and warm so just time for a swim

8th - 10th August     To Chichester, East Head 
Adrian Gould (S), Mike Sharples (M), Minji Xu 

copy -  Mike Sharples 
photos - Adrian Gould

Crowded East Head

    Then it was back to Haslar by 17.30 for a pleasant 
evening on board.

    For the final day, the wind shifted and we enjoyed 
a leisurely sail in southerly F3 back to Shamrock 

Quay. We had (almost) achieved our objective of 
reaching Chichester Harbour, Minji had gained 
some navigation practice and we had swept away 
lockdown blues.

22nd - 23rd  September     Lymington 
Mike Sharples (S), Adrian Gould (M), Minji Xu 

    We had two midweek days to enjoy the Summer 
breeze in our bubble of three. Tides were Easterly till 
mid afternoon, with a SW wind veering W, so options 
were limited. We decided to try for Lymington. Minji 
was learning passage planning, so she and Adrian 
worked out a schedule that involved a relaxed 
morning start. We slipped the pontoon at 0930 in 
F1 winds and, by a combination of sail and motor, 
reached Osborne Bay by 1230. There we anchored 
for an extended lunch break, setting off at 1430. The 
tide carried us inexorably towards Lymington where 
we were fortunate to get a mooring in the Bertheon 
Marina. 

    Next day, the wind had picked up to SW F4, 
gusting 6. We set off at 1015 and, with 6 rolls of 
reefing and No 1 foresail, had a cracking sail back 
to Southampton water. We picked up a mooring 
at Netley for a late lunch then made it back to 
Shamrock Quay on schedule for 1545. Minji had 
planned a successful passage, Mike and Adrian had 
enjoyed some exciting helming, and SEA SCAMP’S 
timbers had been well shivered.

copy -  Mike Sharples 

low tide at 16.55pm.  The wind had picked up 
turning easterly and we kept the sails going briskly 
sometimes running at over 7 knots. We passed the 
Aurora cruise liner heading out to sea and then, 
as we had made such good time, we went up 
Southampton Water to sail past the QUEEN MARY 
2 berthed near the Isle of Wight ferry terminal, 
before returning to our mooring at Shamrock Quay. 
The increased wind made mooring a challenge. A 
dummy run with Sara at the helm and Bill and I on 

ropes and fenders, and then a second try, got us 
safely alongside, much to Sara's relief.

    What a great day, perfect wind and weather, great 
company, happy memories of chocolate covered 
ginger biscuits, and a limited, but excellent crew. 
We began our homeward journeys sun-kissed, 
windblown, healthily tired and very happy. What 
could be better!

copy -  Christine Fitt 
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Cruise Booking and Payment Procedures

BOOKING BERTHS 
Anyone wanting to book should:-

a) Book direct with the Skipper who must advise the Sailing Secretary of crew names and capability. 
b) Contact the Sailing Secretary who will take enquiries for berths and pass these on to Skippers for action. 
(The Sailing Secretary keeps an up-to-date list of crew bookings which updates on the website.) 

Once the Skipper offers a place the booking MUST be confirmed with a deposit of 50% of the sailing fee, balance of the 
fee is then due two months prior to sailing, or the full sailing fee if the trip is within two months of sailing.

Sailing Fees may now be paid by electronic Transfer from your bank to the Club.

Alternatively cheques made payable to “SEA SCAMP Syndicate” and sent to the Skipper who will forward them to the 
Treasurer, accompanied by a completed Sailing Fee Sheet are acceptable 

SAILING FEES for 2021 are;
All members except cadets                                           £45 per day.
Cadet (23 or under and/or in full time education)                                            £21per day 

PROVISIONAL MEMBERSHIP
In addition those who wish to sail who are not members of the Sea Scamp Syndicate or an affilated club (OCC or Little 
Ship Club) must join as a Provisional Member. Forms are available from Skipper or from the Membership Secretary

Provisional membership lasts for 3 months from the date of your first day’s sail. 

Fee to become a Provisional Member in 2021 is £10, £5 for those 23 or under, or in full time education

AFFILIATE MEMBER (a full member of the Little Ship Club - Annual fee of £10, OCC no fee) 

Skippers please note 
When a booking is made for a guest please complete a Provisional Membership form which then must be signed by the 
Provisional Member and then returned to the Treasurer, preferably with the Provisional Member's cheque, and at the latest 
at least one week before sailing, in order to comply with the Maritime and Coastguard Agency requirements.

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
These remain the same for 2022 and are for 12 months from the date of application. 

by standing order by single payment

Shareholder single member 60 shares or more £25 £40

Shareholder Family membership 90 shares or more £35 £50

Adult Member £75 £90

Family Membership £110 £125

Cadet Member £35 £45

Payee
Sort Code

Account
Reference

SEASCAMP SYNDICATE 
09-01-55
88453080 
TxxNotes 

 1. You must include a separate T reference in each transfer which covers more than one trip.
 2. Reference must consist of“T” followed  ONLY by the number of the trip shown on the sailing programme (NO DATES)
 3. For a deposit and then the final payment just put the same T reference for each transfer 
 4 .Your name will be put in automatically by your bank.

Please be punctilious if you wish to be able to continue this way of paying.

Fill in these bank transfer details 
i.e. for Woolverstone with 
Bill Scatchard just put in 
“T10” for the reference
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Overlord’s news 

    To sail on OVERLORD mail sailing sec Judith Bourne, judithmbourne@btopenworld.com 
or visit www.sailoverlord.org.uk 

Offshore Cruising Club 2020

    Well what a difference a year makes! Looking back on my note in your journal last year it was 
full of tales of adventures in Scotland. For 2020 we had plans for warm cruising in Brittany and 
Ireland (well maybe not so warm in Ireland). Covid-19 was something happening in China and we 
never dreamt that it would affect us, and indeed the planet in the way that is has.

    So 2020 sailing season. Well, there wasn’t one! Despite many discussions and plans for one 
way systems round the deck, and social distancing footprints in and around the cockpit we 
could not come up with a solution that meant OVERLORD could be safely sailed under pandemic 
guidelines. There are too many contradictions between safe sailing and virus safety. On deck was 
bad enough. Below deck was impossible. Despite re-reviewing our position during the summer as 
Covid restrictions seemed to relax, we could not resolve the conflicts and so reluctantly we gave 
up. Even a planned one ‘test’ our new mainsail had to be cancelled, but this time it was due to 
unfriendly tide times and bad weather

    Fortunately lockdown 1 didn’t start until 23rd March and this meant that much of the normal refit 
work had been done. It was a big year for refit. We had scheduled for a new mainsail and genoa 
to be made and the boat was due a full replacement of all the standing rigging and mast wiring, 
which all went ahead as planned. The whole boudoir was stripped out, rust treated and everything 
painted, and some deck repairs completed. Hopefully now the upper starboard bunk occupants 
won’t get so wet! Or wet at all!!

    When lockdown 1 came and the yard closed we had done almost everything (including having 
the yard put OVERLORD back in the water) – except reinstall the boudoir. This was completed 
over the summer, along with more varnishing.

    Going forward I think we are all hopeful that vaccination will mean we can get back to 
a semblance of normality. The only question is how quickly.  Current plans involve leaving 
OVERLORD in the water over winter with a lift out for a bottom scrape, anode and antifoul check 
in March, then round to Gosport for Easter. Whether we achieve this or not is in the hands of the 
Gods.

    We are then looking at a conservative season of “home water” sailing which of necessity will 
stay flexible. We have planned in some JOG races; A visit to Falmouth to coincide with the Tall 
Ships being in port and participation in the Round the Island Race. But the overall plan is to do as 
much sailing as we can while following government and safety guidelines.

    I wish all our associates in SEA SCAMP safe and enjoyable sailing in 2021.
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Specialist travel insurance

Our specialist travel insurance policy provides valuable 
worldwide cover and is especially suited to sailing overseas. 
If you’re planning on boating abroad this year, give us a call 
and we’ll be happy to advise you.

Designed with overseas sailing in mind.

Enquire online or call us today

bishopskinner.com
0800 783 8057
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0127-0116 Seascamp travel insurance advert FINAL.indd   1 06/01/2016   14:35:40

Brain Tweaker - Answer.

set by Bill Robson

Back Page - Felt like a very tight fit as QE passes us by at No. 7a - Gymp Bouy off Pier Head   photo Adrian Gould 

An unmanned autonomous sailing trimaran called MAYFLOWER left Plymouth in Devon to sail to Cape Cod 
where the original Mayflower arrived in 1620.

It is controlled by Artificial Intelligence developed by IBM called MAS- 400 (Mayflower Autonomous Ship)
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Directions to SEA SCAMP when berthed at Shamrock Quay SO14 5QL

SEA SCAMP 
on her berth 
Hammerhead 
Pontoon K

Park in this 
area
if possible
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Bitterne Railway Stn.  25 min walk

Woolston Railway Stn. 
 30 min walk

Yellow Welly Cafe, 

The Bistro Bar and 
Restaurant

Entrance to
Shamrock Quay

 Marina
SO14 5QL

From Southampton Central 
Railway Station allow 15 to 20 
mins in Taxi, or it’s about a 50 
min walk.

If driving, the entrance to the 
Marina is off William Street.

Contact No. for the Marina Office 
(MDL) is:- 02380 229461

Check in at the MDL Marina 
Office to register your car 
registration number 




